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Let’s Act! 
 
Gerian Dijkhuizen is a drama therapist, group counsellor NVGP (Dutch association for group 
dynamics and group psychotherapy) and supervisor LVCS (National association for 
supervision and coaching) at a large psychiatric institute. She specializes in child- and youth 
phycology. 
 

An article about how playful approaches can expedite a learning process  in f.e. 
supervision.  
 

1. Introduction 
The act of playing is for most children and adults a nice activity.  
Can playful teaching methods add something to a learning process? 
When do we choose for such an approach and how do we act in practice? 
In this article I will limit myself to the experiences that I’ve had as a teacher in supervision. 
Within this role (team teaching with a colleague from the Netherlands) I’ve been associated 
to the school for supervisors at the ZAK (Zentrum für Agogik GmbH Basel www.zak.ch ). 
First a context and a frame of reference of the lessons in supervision in Basel is created. This 
is followed by a description of the lessons according to the principals of D. Kolb’s Learning 
Style Inventory (LSI).  
We continue by discussing how playful teaching methods can have their use during learning 
processes, and how it is important to pay attention to the cultural differences between the 
Netherlands and Switzerland. Descriptions of teaching methods are presented.  
Finally recommendations are made for the teacher and how he or she can implement and 
improve learning in a playful manner.  
The teaching methods that I describe can of course be adjusted to for example supervision in 
groups, supervision or any other type of counselled situations.  
 

2. Context school for supervisors in Basel, Switzerland. 
The course (post-graduate) for supervisors contains out of, the same as in the Netherlands, 
theory, peer-learning and a period of internship in supervision. The basic material of the 
supervsion theory, methodology and literature is presented.  The course will lead to a 
registration as a supervisor at the BSO (Berufsverband für Supervision 
Organisationsberatung und Coaching), the Swiss LVSC (National association for supervision 
and coaching).  
In regards to theory and methodology the German translation of the guide to supervision 
(the curriculum) for teachers and students of the university of applied sciences in 
Amsterdam by Y. Stapert  is used (Stapert 1993). This means that the Dutch concepts about 
supervision have a decent part within the curriculum that also contains a nice mix of German 
professional literature.  
It sometimes occurs that people who work in trade and industry start this course. For 
example: a real-estate agent had his own company, and someone who works with human 
resources at a bank. All these people work at a place where they counsel other staff 
members with their jobs. At the training centre in Basel the course of supervision is taught 
from the systemic frame of reference. This is led back to the literature and theory that is 
given during the classes.  

http://www.zak.ch/
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If we aim concretely on working in the lesson group, then we can speak of a system and we 
can see this group as a collection of individuals who, in a certain way, relate to each other. 
In this case the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. 
 
If we transform this to the classes in supervision, then we apply the following starting point: 
 

 Within the lesson group there should always be a great deal of mutual influence.  
The interaction between group members offers many opportunities when it comes to peer-
learning. This makes the curriculum exist out of many types of teaching methods. We will 
come back to that later in this article. 
 

3. Construction and structure of the  course in supervision.  
The course in supervision is structured according to the learning cycle by Kolb.  
As known, this process of experiential learning leads from concrete action to observing, 
reflecting, conceptual abstraction and actively  experimenting.  
This means that all themes in the lesson group start with an experience, mostly in the form 
of a warm-up that introduces the theme.  
This is followed by a written individual reflection and is concluded with a theory- or 
literature discussion.  
After that, role-play is used to put theory into practice. 
As a group this experience is discussed, individual reflection takes place which can lead to a 
new exercise or a role-play. 
Because of their background, Dutch teachers are familiar with playing a role-play.  
This learning method is less obvious in Switzerland.  
This is caused by the fact that students need to get familiarised with the definition of a role, 
and how to shape this role and the effect of giving and receiving feedback in the final 
discussion. 
A good instruction of how to play a role, can improve that someone can imagine how the 
other person is feeling (the power in a role-play: it creates room for practice and being able 
to experiment). The personality of the actor becomes more clear.  
In general Swiss students are more reserved when concerned with showing personal details 
during a role-play. This has undoubtedly to do with the culture of the country where 
behaviour is initially more reserved  compared to other (foreign) teachers. However, 
encouraging is the fact that after the Seminars most students have been ‘on stage’.  
Experience teaches us that all of Kolb’s Learning Style Inventory speak about being present 
in the group. These are addressed by the structures and the different elements of the 
seminars within the group in a variable manner.  
It can occur that group members have little experience and try to find their secureness in the 
theory while others would like to practice.  
For teachers it is important that the learning climate exists out of a stable balance of acting 
and talking, actively intervening and to be able to experience the common interest. 
 

4. How do playful teaching methods improve the learning process? 
It is well-known that using playful teaching methods within the first years of primary school 
is to the advantage of the development of young children. Knowledge becomes playful and 
is usually absorbed automatically with a lot of fun.  
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Learning processes relate to cognitive learning (understanding), experiential learning 
(development) and learning from new behaviour (practice). 
Within a class situation new possibilities arise to discuss the theory and practice of insight 
and development by sometimes choosing a more playful manner to offer the curriculum. 
 
Playing a game can be relaxing, bring perspective (we play ‘pretend’), it can activate (group 
exercise/ game), bring fun and stimulate (to experiment with things, taking bigger steps). 
 
There is the possibility of change of perspective (role exchange, taking a look at yourself 
through someone else’s eyes). 
In this way, more different teaching moments can be offered in the group for individual 
participants and also for the group as a whole.  
Another effect of a game is that the behaviour of the participants quickly becomes visible. In 
this way (behavioural-)patterns, stereotypes, desirable or undesirable role behaviour can 
become clear. 
 
In addition, playful actions can make barriers dissolve for other group members. When fear 
(to fail) and control (how much of myself will I reveal and how vulnerable will I let myself be 
in this group?) are absent, space and fun is created. Then we can ‘play’ with situations and 
behaviour in a safe environment. 
In the end the ‘real deal’ comes lurking behind the corner and replaces all the practicing.  
All the type of games will naturally be in context of learning about and from each other.  
 
Sanneke Bolhuis suggest in her book ‘Leren en veranderen’ (Learning and changing) that 
learning through observations go hand in hand with doing things together.  
She speaks of observation learning: Actions that show someone, can be imitated  and 
because of that that someone learns how something works (and how it feels). 
Bolhuis places observation learning under the so called social learning competence which 
stand for daring, to be willing and to be able to undertake activities (Bolhuis 2009).   
 

5. Concretely: giving a group who is stuck space and a playful start.   
To get a group supervisors in training together at the beginning of the morning, a playful 
warming-up is used. As teachers we have a range of exercises which can be used. 
The goal of the warming- up is to connect the group-members with each other for the day 
and to enjoy a shared starting experience. 
We link the games that we offer to the curriculum.  
 
An example 
With the theme learning, learning goals and learning styles we offer “The Planet” as a 
warming-up.  
This exercise asks everybody to think differently: objects such as a pair of scissors, chair, bag 
which have a certain function on earth, are on the other planet (where the group supposedly 
‘landed’) are now used in a complete different way. 
Everyone can choose one item and think of a way to explain the use of it to the other visitors’ 
planet.  
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With this game it becomes clear whether students are able to think out of the box. 
Everybody gets a chance to practice their presentation skills and how to be visible in front of 
a group. 
Teachers are able to pick up the student’s style of work and preferred learning style. 
My experience is that this exercise generates fun and astonishment about the objects and 
their given presentation.   
This is followed by a moment of (written) reflection. 
Then teachers discuss learning methods, learning styles etc. 
During the course group members are asked to think of a game/exercise for the whole group 
to introduce the theme of that particular class. 
 
Using games can be helpful when the learning climate in the group has been disrupted or 
when there is some sort of tensed atmosphere. Then ‘playing together’ can be a good 
solution to create more room for cooperating and to continue with the curriculum.  
An exercise to get a group activated is called ‘lummelen’ (red. A game played with a minimal 
of three players where two players play catch and the third player, who’s in between the 
two players, tries to intercept the ball).  
 
A group (18) of supervisors enter the room languidly after their lunch break. They had lunch 
with each other (in Switzerland this usually means having a large meal) somewhere in town 
and the temperature has risen to a fairly high degree. This combination causes that the 
supervisors bring a large dose of a-vitality into the room. 
The group, who expect to sit back and relax so that they can obtain the teacher’s theory 
input, are suddenly invited to stand up and form a house in groups of three: with a lot of 
sighs the left and right side of the roof are formed. 
One group member is left and is proclaimed to be the ‘lummel’. To conquer a place or to 
become part of a house, the lummel calls out a command so that the group has to chance 
positions: left-side of the roof, right-side of the roof, inhabitant or storm.  
There is a lot of movement, each group member is looking for a new place. The ‘lummel’ 
conquers a place within a group, a different ‘lummel’ is standing in the middle of the room. 
The result: fun, interaction, a lot of positive energy.  
 
Terms of reflecting, meaning and learning by targeted reflective questions can be referred to 
this game: 

- What was the strategy with trying to conquer a new place? 
- What did it feel like to be the ‘lummel’ (being excluded)? 
- Is the way of playing your ‘own’ or were you experimenting with a different way? 
- How does the way of playing this game relate to the learning goals? 

 
There is a choice of discussing several questions within the group or asking group members 
to write a personal reflection. 
As a result the game has more value and it becomes a part of the curriculum for the 
individual and the group. 
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Conclusion. 
We’ve all played as a child. Unprejudiced. But the act of playing that directly leads to 
learning is a natural part of our learning socialization.  
In adult education, which supervision learning is an example of, game activities keep giving 
experimental opportunities. It gives the opportunity to experiment, broaden horizons 
without any inhibitions and fearing that something will go wrong. And whenever a mistake is 
made, it still is not ‘real’.  
Being able to do this can lead to more self-confidence and a preparation to working as a 
professional. 
Playful learning approaches during the course for supervisors (and in supervisor-intervision 
groups) correspond with the supervisor methodology. The experience continues to action, 
movement commences and other ways of reflecting and giving new meaning are addressed.  
This can have a stimulating effect for the individual- and group process.  
Next to the fun playing also generates new energy and makes the observation learning 
(imitation, daring) possible what Bolhuis speaks of. 
Reflection on playing (unexpected or belonging to a theme) can go a lot further than just 
what is experienced in that moment. It can be linked to the student’s learning themes and 
goals.  
This can be done by using directed questions, reflecting in the here and now or by writing an 
individual reflection. 
In regards to the learning styles, not everybody will immediately feel persuaded to use the 
more free/ loose exercises as described earlier. It is the teacher’s task to know about the 
different learning styles and the group dynamics, to explain and invite to take that extra step 
so that new experiences can be gained.  
A group always consists out of different learning styles, this makes a group dynamic! 
A teacher should take into account the possible cultural differences: playful teaching 
methods tend to invite people to show something about themselves which doesn’t happen 
naturally in each culture.  
If the proportion of offering cognitive-,experience based-,more profound- and 
playful(practice-based) teaching methods is accurate, learning can only become more fun! 
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My gratitude for critically co-reading this article goes out to my colleague G. Blom with 
whom I execute the lessons team-teaching in Basel.  
 
Maaike Meerlo translated this article and I’m grateful for her help. 
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